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.attached to a regiment, the other not, but engaged in other
duties, as in an hospital or otheru i;e, A surgeon, whether
staff or not, becomes surgeon-major alter a certain number of
years’ service on full- pay, and then ’Bmks as a lieutenant-
- colonel, though junior. As a surgeon, he ranks as a major,
but junior in that rank.
An assistant surgeon may be in the same way regimental or

staff, and on entering the service ranks as lieutenant, and after
six years’ full pay service as captain, in either case his rank

being in the regiment according to the date of his commission.
The dress of the surgeon or assistant is exactly that of the

rank he holds; his appointments and his lace are exactly as
those of the combatant officers. The surgeon-major would
bear the lace and crown on his collar of the lieutenant-colonel;
the surgeon the lace and star of the major; the assistant-

surgeon the lace, star, and crown of the captain, if of that
rank, or if only of lieutenant’s rank he would simply bear the
lace and crown of that officer. In those regiments or corps
where the distinction of rank is also evidenced on the sleeve of
the tunic the surgeon does the same as the other officers.

Thefull sui-geon and the surgeon-major, being of the rank of
field-officers, are entitled to be mounted, and may be so if they
like; and they always wear spurs when on parade, mounted
or not, to show their privilege. Their saddles, bridles, bosses,
bits, and holsters are as those of the other mounted officers.
The saddle cloth is of the colour of the facings of the tunic,
and in most regiments of the line (there may be exceptions)
they bear on the corner of the saddle cloth the number of the
regiment embroidered, or else the distinctive badge (star or
- crown), as on his collar, according to rank.
The staff surgeons or assistant-surgeons, when their dress is

not determined by their being attached to a regiment, have a
uniform special for such staff officers. But all medical officers,
staff or regimental, wear black sword belts, and a black pouch
and cross belt, and never the accoutrements worn by the officers
- of the regiment to which they may be attached; nor do they
wear the sash.

’-All medical officers, of whatever rank, wear, with a few
exceptions, as seen in the official regulations for dress in the
army, the cocked hat with black cock-tail plume for full-dress;
s believe the same is now ordered for rifle regiments.
The term battalion surgeon does not hold- except it be’ used

as’ synonymous with regimental surgeon, and every surgeon
and assistant-surgeon is, with the paymaster and quarter-
master of his regiment or battalion, a staff officer of that regi-
ment. In the case of administrative battalions of volunteer
- corps, the surgeons are in the same way on the staff of those
battalions as in the case of individual regiments of the- line.
’There is no difference in rank in either case, the administrative
battalion simply representing a regiment, the term having been
’invented for the purpose of collecting together scattered or
small independent corps representing local companies too small
y themselves to act as battalions. Many such companies
have had hOlwru1Y assistant-surgeons gazetted to them, but
they hold no substantive rank, and if called into. action would
- serve without pay, the surgeon and assistant-surgeon, to the
administrative battaliun being the paid and responsible,officers.

It will thus’ be seen that there is’ no difference between a

staff surgeon and at regimental or battalioni surgeon ; and’ the
meaning of the word ‘"staff" applied to such, officers is’wholly
.different, from--what it is‘when applied to other branches of’the
service.

1:.am, Sir; you’rs truly,
August, 1861. 

____________ 

M.B.

ON

THE PRESERVATION OF VACCINE LYMPH.

W. B. KESTEVEN, F.R.C.S.E.

To- t7?,6 Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-It will, doubtless, be admitted -that there are few, if
tmy, matters connected with hygiene of greater importance
than the successful performance of vaccination. Having, in
,common with most other medical practitioners and public vacci-
nators, occasionally experienced the difficulty of preserving a
constant supply of vaccine lymph, I read with eagerness Dr.
Husband’s pamphlet, entitled " Exposition of a Method of
Preserving Vaccine Lymph Fluid and Active." I sanguinely
set to work to follow the directions therein given, hoping that
I should find in the capillary tubes the means of a sure supply
of reliable lymph. I regret to state that my expectations have
not been realized; indeed, I have been somewhat au-rprisad on
counting my cases to find that my success with capillary tubes

has fallen far short of that which attended me in the previous
employment of ivory points, as will be seen from the following
statement:-

143 cases vaccinated with lymph preserved dry on. ivory
points-2 failed ; 9 did not return.

40 cases vaccinated with lymph preserved moist in capillary
tubes-9 failed.

I should state that the first of the above two series of cases
were noted before I was acquainted with Dr. Husband’s plan.
That 1 have met with so many failures in the use of tubes

may be owing to want of skill on my part; but I have not
spared trouble or attention to the experiment, as I could not
see any good reason why, if success could be secured by Dr.
Husband nine times of ten, a much higher rate of success
should not be obtained--fully equal, at all events, to that
attained by the use of dry points. This, however, as I have
now shown, has not occurred in my hands; and I am compelled
to revert to the old and less uncertain plan of preserving lymph
dry on ivory points.

I have endeavoured to ascertain whether the vaccine under.
goes in the capillary tubes any physical or chemical change,
recognisable by the microscope, that should account for failures.
I examined under a Ross’s quarter-inch object glass the con-
tents of two tubes of lymph, dated July 27th of the present
year, and one dating fifteen months back. I found the lymph
globules and a considerable quantity of granular matter, which
appeared to be broken-down globules. In one other tube,
which had been charged four weeks, I found a complete cast or
lining of the tube, of a granular character, the globules being
absent. In the next place, ivory points, dating Jan. 30th and
April 29th, 1860, were examined by gently moistening the
lymph with distilled water on a glass slide. Well defined
lymph globules were observed, although not in so great abund-
ance as seen in fresh lymph, and there was notably less granular
matter.
From these observations I infer that the lymph preserved in

tubes undergoes those physical changes which, as observed by
Mr. Marson, lymph and all other moist animal substancesare
prone to undergo. When preserved on glass stoppers, and ex-
posed to the action of the air, these changes render the lymph
unfit for use in twenty-four hours, and in not many more-hours

. even dangerous. Protected from the action of the air by &ecirc;n-

closure in capillary tubes, these changes do not extend beyond
impairing the activity of the lymph; while microscopic exMu-
nation and the practical results of its employment prove that

’ lymph may be preserved in greater integrity in the dry state
than by any means which keep it moist.

I remain. Sir. vours. &c..

Upper Holloway, August, 1861.

CONSERVATIVE SURGERY.

FREDERIC C. CORY, M.D., L.R.C.P.E.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-Dr. Nichols’s int&eacute;resting case of conservative surgery,
published in your impression of last Saturday, is a happy illus-
tration of the reparative power of the human body in a remark-
able degree: I can fully endorse his opinion that such a fact
cannot‘be too widely disseminated, from an experience of a
few sucessful cases which have eonie under my care in this
, bns)t’and commercial part of the metropolis.

I wish to record one which occurred to a young man engaged
at a sausage machine, whereby the second phalanx of the
middle,finger was cut through, hanging only by a small por-
tion ot -integument. I attempted to save the end of the finger,
at the earnest request of my patient, adopting the usual pro-
cedure of accurate adaptation, enjoining perfect rest, .and
keeping the part warm. Contrary to my expectation, there
was union in a few days, the case progressed favourably, and

he made a good recovery.
I-am. Sir. vot-trs obediently.

Nassau-place, Aug. 1861.

PARISIAN MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.
(FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.) 

AT the last meeting of the Academy of Sciences, M. Dareste
laid before the members of that learned body the results of his
researches on the artificial production of monstrosity or abnormal
conformation in the chick by means of certain external appli-


